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Rules

LGBT + Community Center
The LGBT + Community Center wants to be a haven where you always feel good and safe and
where you can be unapologetically yourself. Therefore, we do not tolerate any offensive and
discriminatory behavior that creates a feeling of danger, discomfort or otherwise crosses personal boundaries. We all create a pleasant atmosphere together, so please do the following:

Respect others, their sexual orientation and gender identity and its expression.
Don’t insult others for their appearance, body constitution and the like.
Avoid transphobia, biphobia, homophobia, sexism, misogyny, xenophobia,
racism,…
"No" means "no". Respect it. If someone lets you know that your behavior or
words are not pleasant, take it seriously. This applies especially to unsolicited
touches, allusions, or offers. We do not tolerate sexual harassment.
Take pictures or record videos only with explicit consent. The same goes for
posting and sharing photos and videos. Don’t be afraid to ask and don’t be afraid
to refuse.
Smoking and drug use are prohibited in the CC.
Persons under the age of 15 may enter the CC only if accompanied by a person
over the age of 18.
Sex, health and other personal topics are not taboo, but bear in mind that
people of different ages and walks of life meet in the CC and not everyone wants
to talk about them. At the same time, don’t be surprised if you come across
these topics at the CC. They are important and there is no need to be afraid of
them.

Should you have a problem with another visitor, please notify someone from the CC team. We
will resolve the situation immediately. And don’t forget - we create the atmosphere in the CC
together, so let’s be nice to each other.

